
Search toward the last patient case like as needles in a haystack
1st Lock Down Operation must be sufficiently Complete to Eradicate the Virus!.2020/5/3

Survey on the Bio Weapon concludes rapid mutation causing immunodeficiency(no vaccine).

If correct,possible option is only social confinement toward not only stop spread of patients,

but also Complete Virus Eradication.Incomplete operation takes longer time that accelerate

mutation toward growing stronger infection,which is to cause operation harder to accomplish

the eradicating.This means very important indication that The 1st Operation must be

Sufficiently Complete.The evidence is recent success of New Zealand whose policy is that

Search toward the last patient case like as needles in a haystack !!!,
This strategy is the worst case scenario,but could be shorten operation period ?.

[ ] COVID19 the Rapid Mutation toward Stronger Infection .
At 2020/5/03,USA is top infected patients nation whose massive infected field would breed

more deadlier virus by the frequent mutation.The rapid mutation make acquired Immunity

(vaccine)no effective in 2nd time infection.Now some US people call for lock down lifting to

come back business due to facing imminent income decline.US president ordered quick

vaccine development(toward quick recovering economy).USA is found upside down nation

who deny the worst case scenario(virus eradication by social confinenment).

A Virus with Random Mutation is Surviving Machine by Proliferation in Host Cells
 Virus is to attach host cells in order to proliferate, which causes ill symptoms of patient.

They eat patients cells to steal materials for the proliferation(gene replication and etc).

 It is gene replication process that generate mutation by bit random replication error.

It is chemical bonding and dissociation process in random thermal field.

 Resistant Virus Proliferation the Worst Nightmare<This is logic,but not biology> 

The mutation is essentially random to cause good or bad for virus surviving.If bad,those

virus is to annihilate,while if good,those is to more proliferate in the infection field.

 As time goes on,the virus tend to be stronger(deadlier to patients)to survive.

Note virus stronger infection-proliferation is stronger eating patients body to proliferate.

Thereby,possible our option is to rapidly eradicate those proliferation by some how.

 Note vaccination can be effective only to rather stable virus,but not to non stable one.

Note Vaccine development needs rather long time,if the time is longer than that of

mutation,The development become vain in large spending.Even success of

development,the mutation is to destroy its effectiveness in enough mutation cycle.

Thus most serious problem is allowing the rapid mutation.



[ ] The 1st lock-down(social confinement)operation must be sufficiently
complete to eradicate the virus.

Analysis on the Bio Weapon=rapid mutation causing immunodeficiency(no vaccine).

If correct,our possible option is only social confinement toward Rapid Eradicating Virus .

This means very important indication that Our 1st Attack must be sufficiently Complete.

 The most drastic confinement in the western world
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/un-monde-d-avance/la-nouvelle-zelande-a-quasiment-re

mporte-la-bataille-contre-le-coronavirus_3912391.html

“Detect toward the last patient like as searching needles in a haystack” .

New Zealand has adopted drastic containment since March 26. With one goal: not to stop the

spread of the disease, but to eradicate it completely. the government has decided to stop

everything, Everything was closed: schools, offices, beaches, bars, restaurants, even for takeout.

Visitors arriving from abroad were all placed in quarantine. the government does not intend to

relax its effort. " We will continue to search for the last cases like needles in a haystack,

 Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication
Do try this at home(2020/3/28):
how one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611

0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers

who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even

knowing they are doing it.............

In the absence of a vaccine, the identification of all carriers (both symptomatic and

asymptomatic) appears to be the most effective way to control the pandemic.

 Dangerous Essential Spots toward Full Protection Tools.

.It is easy and effective to employ ultraviolet irradication light.It could be utilizable for

cleaned air ventilation in confined rooms.

 Massive PCR Testers at Necessary Facilities.
This is a suprem global operation toward complete virus eradication. The emergency and

massive production by that makers(instrument and reagent) must be wartime order the

highest priority.Many amateur people should be diciplined to be licensed operater on the

tester.
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